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WLNK-1 COMMENT text part of the APRS station to be stated for automatic info message from the server that 

Winlink messages are available! 

Plus it is the CALLSIGN to forward the available queries to. 

H or ? Return brief Help. Help is also returned whenever APRSlink does not understand a command. Use "?" 

followed by a command letter for detailed help for that command. 

Example: "?L" for help with the List command.  

L Return a List of pending messages (a maximum of 5 are returned). The List 

command queries the Winlink e-mail server and builds a list of up to 5 recent messages. Other 

commands operate on this list of messages using the message number (#).  

R# Read message number # (# is one of the numbered messages returned via the List command). 

Example: "R2"  

 

Y# replY to message. Reply to message number # (# is one of the numbered messages returned via the 

List command). 

Example: "Y2"  

SP This simplifies the sending of messages from APRS devices considerably. Here's the format: 

SP <email address – or- callsign –or- alias> <subject> 

Then, anything you send to WLNK-1 other than /EX or the (P)layback command makes up the body of 

your message. If you mess up and need to start over, just issue a new SP command.  

 

Example (all sent to WLNK-1): 

 

SP sam@iam.com Header Test Message 

 

Some text for the body of the message. 

 

Some more text for the message. 

 

/EX  

 

Each line is a separate APRS message, but the need for entering specific commands for each 

line/message has been removed. You type and send as much text as necessary and then send /EX as a 

separate APRS message to complete your email. 

/EX Complete and send the composed message. 

You should receive a confirmation message.  

P Playback message. Play back message lines for the message being written.  

SMS Send short message (one line). Syntax: SMS <email address, callsign, or alias> <message> 

Example: SMS sam@iam.com A short message to Sam 

A 

AL 

Create/update an alias for an e-mail address. 

 

Example: A sam=sammy.miller@somelongdomainname.net 

 

Then use "SP sam" instead of "W sam@somelongdomainname.net" 

To delete an alias omit the part after the equal sign. "A sam=" will delete the sam alias. To get a list of 

all your aliases send "AL"  

F# Forward message number # to address or callsign following F# (# is 1 to 5) (# is one of the numbered 

messages returned via the List command). 

 

Example: "F2 youraddr@home.net"  

K# Kill (mark as deleted) message number # (# is one of the numbered messages 

returned via the List command). Example: "K3"  

G# Return information about closest active RMS Packet Gateway. # is a number indicating how many 

"close" stations are returned. The default (no #) is 1.  

I Return Information about APRSlink  

All informations provided by Winlink.org 


